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Abstract
We introduce new local gauge invariant variables for N = 1 supersym-
metric Yang-Mills theory, explicitly parameterizing the physical Hilbert
space of the theory. We show that these gauge invariant variables have a
geometrical interpretation, and can be constructed such that the emer-
gent geometry is that of N = 1 supergravity: a Riemannian geometry
with vector-spinor generated torsion. Full geometrization of supersym-
metric Yang-Mills theory is carried out, and geometry independent di-
vergences associated to the inversion of a dierential operator with zero
modes { that were encountered in the non-supersymmetric case { do not
arise in this situation.
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1 Introduction
For quite sometime now, there exists a nice geometrical setting for Yang-Mills theory.
That is based on ber bundle dierential geometry, where the conguration space is
obtained by factoring out time independent gauge transformations, and is then seen
as the base space of a principal ber bundle, where the structure group is the gauge
group [1]. There are many concepts of Riemannian geometry that can then came into
the game, as there is the possibility of dening a Riemannian metric on the space of
non-equivalent gauge connections [2].
However, this setting must be cast into a more workable form when we want to
study the strong coupling regime of Yang-Mills theory. In here, gauge invariance
becomes an important constraint on states of the theory in the form of Gauss’ law.
This constraint amounts to a reduction of the number of degrees of freedom present
in the gauge connection: if we start with a gauge group G, in the canonical formalism
and in temporal gaugeAa0 = 0, the number of variables is 3 dimG, when in fact we only
have 2 dimG physical gauge invariant degrees of freedom. The question of whether
one can construct local gauge invariant variables is then an important one, as it
would allow us to easily implement the Gauss’ law constraint. These variables would
then seem the most appropriate ones to describe the physical space of the theory.
Moreover, observe that in temporal gauge the remaining local gauge invariance is
now restricted to space-dependent transformations at a xed time. This is the true
quantum mechanical symmetry of the theory. Working with local gauge invariant
variables, this symmetry of the Hamiltonian can be maintained exactly, even under
approximations to the dynamics.
This idea rst appeared in [3] [4], and has recently gained new momentum with the
work in [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13], and references therein. In [8], one constructs a
change of variables that will allow us to replace the coordinates Aai by new coordinates
uai that have the property of transforming covariantly under the gauge group, as
opposed to as a gauge connection. Then, in these new coordinates, the generator of
gauge transformations becomes a (color) rotation generator, and by contracting in
color we can obtain gauge invariant variables to our theory, gij  uai u
a
j . States Ψ[gij]
depending only on these gauge invariant variables manifestly satisfy Gauss’ law. We
must be careful, however. Not any choice of gauge covariant variables is adequate:
an appropriate set of variables should describe the correct number of gauge invariant
degrees of freedom at each point of space, and should also be free of ambiguities such
as Wu-Yang ambiguities [14]. In this case, several gauge unrelated vector potentials
may lead to the same color magnetic eld. Variables that are Wu-Yang insensitive are
of no use, as in the functional integral formulation Wu-Yang related potentials must
be integrated over { since they are not gauge related {, while functional integration
over Wu-Yang insensitive variables always misses these congurations. The absence of
Wu-Yang ambiguities will be clear if we are able to invert the variable transformation,
i.e., if when transforming A! u we can also have an explicit expression for A[u].
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In [8], the set of gauge covariant variables fuai g that replace the SU(2) gauge
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s = 0 (1:2)
as the fuai g have det u 6= 0, and so form a complete basis. Observe that we have
Γsjk = Γ
s











So, a "metric" tensor was implicitly introduced by the dening equations for the
new variables, (1.1). Observe that equation (1.2) is simply the so-called dreibein pos-
tulate, where the fuai g plays the role of a dreibein, !
ac
i  
abcAbi is a spin-connection,
and Γijk is the ane metric connection. A torsion-free Riemannian geometry in a
three manifold was then introduced by the denition of the new variables. The met-
ric gij contains in itself the six local gauge invariant degrees of freedom of the SU(2)
gauge theory. Moreover, any gauge invariant wave-functional of Aai can be written
as a function of gij only, and any wave-functional of gij is gauge invariant [8]. This
implements gauge invariance exactly. Finally, the dreibein postulate can be inverted













s for the purely geometric covariant
derivative (as opposed to the gauge covariant derivative). Therefore, the new variables
avoid Wu-Yang ambiguities.
Full geometrization of Yang-Mills theory in this formulation was then carried out
in [8] [10]. The electric energy involves the inversion of a dierential operator that
can generically have zero modes. By deforming equations (1.1) it was then shown
how one could proceed to compute the electric tensor [12]. Instanton and monopole
congurations have been identied as the S3 and S2 R geometries [12], and, more
recently, the form the wave-functional for two heavy color sources should take has been
calculated [13]. The computations are carried out in the Schroedinger representation
of gauge theory, see [15] for a review.
Supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory has also been well established for quite some-
time now. It allows for many simplications in quantum computations, and with an
appropriate choice of matter content and/or number of supersymmetry generators,
we can obtain nite quantum eld theories. Textbook references are [16] [17] [18].
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Moreover, recently there has been a lot of progress and activity in the eld due to the
possibility of actually solving for the low-energy eective action of certain cases of
supersymmetric Yang-Mills theories, starting with the work in [19]. It is then natural
to extend the work on gauge invariant geometrical variables to the supersymmetric
case. That is what we will do here.
We will see that it is possible to dene variables that also have a geometrical
interpretation, namely, as the variables present in supergravity. We should point out,
however, that no coupling to gravity is ever considered. Still, we need a motivation
to construct the new variables. As in the pure Yang-Mills case the new variables and
geometry have an interpretation as the variables and geometry of three dimensional
gravity, it is natural to assume that in the supersymmetric case the new variables
and geometry could likewise have an interpretation as the variables and geometry of
three dimensional supergravity. This will be a guiding principle throughout our work.
More geometrical intuition on how to construct the new variables will come from an
extra symmetry enjoyed by both the canonical variables and Gauss’ law generator.
That is a symmetry under GL(3) transformations, a dieomorphism symmetry. This
will allow us to naturally assign tensorial properties to diverse local quantities of the
theory. Obviously the Hamiltonian (or any other global operator) will not possess
this symmetry. After all, supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory is not dieomorphism
invariant.
The plan of this paper is as follows. In section 2 we start by reviewing the
conventions of N = 1 supersymmetry, and also outline the geometry of supergravity.
In section 3 we will then explore the GL(3) symmetry, assigning tensorial properties
to local (composite) operators. We this in hand, we then proceed to dene gauge
invariant geometrical variables for supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory in section 4,
carrying out the full geometrization of the theory in section 5. Section 6 presents a
concluding outline.
2 Review and Conventions
The conventions in [16] [17] and [18] are basically the same. We will follow [16]
with minor changes, as we take  = 1
4
[γ; γ ]. The N = 1 supersymmetry algebra
is obtained by introducing one spinor generator, Q, which is a Majorana spinor,
to supplement the usual (bosonic) generators of the Poincare group. The N = 1
supersymmetry algebra is then the Poincare algebra plus:
[P; Q] = 0
[M ; Q] = −iQ
fQ; Qg = 2γP (2:1)
where Q  Qγ0.
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Supersymmetric gauge theory, based on gauge group G with gauge algebra G, has
as component elds the gluons, or gauge connection, Aa; the gluinos, super-partners
of the gauge elds and Majorana spinors, a; and the scalar auxiliary elds Da. All
















where we can see that the auxiliary elds have no dynamics. The supersymmetry
transformation laws of the elds, that leave the action invariant are:
Aa = i"γ
a





where " is a Majorana spinor, which is the parameter of the innitesimal supersym-
metry transformation. These transformation laws implement a representation of the
N = 1 supersymmetry algebra in the quantum gauge eld theory. The Noether
conserved current of supersymmetry is a vector-spinor,
J = iγF a
a (2:4)
and so the quantum eld theoretic representation of the supersymmetry generator is





This outlines our usage of notation for supersymmetric gauge theory. We still have
to outline notation for the supergravity geometry. In here, we will have a graviton,
g , and a gravitino, which is described by a Rarita-Schwinger eld,  . So, we need
to start by reviewing notation for inserting spinors in curved manifolds. Having a
metric, we can dene orthonormal frames, and so insert a tetrad base at the tangent
space to a given point, which will allow us to translate between curved and flat
indices. In particular, this allows us to introduce gamma matrices in the manifold,
and so introduce spinors. If we are in a manifold M , and pick a point p 2M , we can






dening an orthonormal frame at each point on M . We can now insert gamma
matrices as γ(x)ua(x) = γ
a, where the γa are numerical matrices. Local Lorentz
transformations in the tangent space TpM are 
a






Now, we construct a covariant derivative, Da , which is a local Lorentz vector,
and transforms as a spinor,
Da  ! S()a
bDb  (2:8)
That is done via a connection Ω such that, Da = u










where !ab is the spin-connection.
Now that we have spinors dened on curved manifolds, we can proceed with
supergravity. In here, the Riemannian connection Γ is not torsion-free. It is still





where Γ^ is the ane metric connection, and K
 is the contorsion tensor. Hatted
symbols will always stand for quantities computed via the ane metric connection.
The torsion tensor is,
T

































 = 0 (2:14)
and the covariant derivative acting on spinor indices is,





Finally, the supersymmetry transformations that leave the N = 1 supergravity







where (x) is the innitesimal parameter of the transformation (now a space-time
dependent Majorana spinor), and where we have not included the auxiliary elds.
This ends our review and outline of conventions. We can now start analyzing the
gauge invariant variables geometrization of supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory.
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3 Canonical Formulation and GL(3) Properties
In the Lagrangian formulation of the theory, the N = 1 supersymmetry algebra closes
only up to the eld equations. In order to obtain manifest supersymmetry, and o-
shell closure of the algebra, we need to introduce auxiliary elds. In contrast to this
situation, it is known that in the canonical formalism the N = 1 super Lie algebra
closes without the introduction of auxiliary elds (in terms of Dirac brackets the
algebra closes strongly; otherwise it closes weakly, i.e., up to the rst-class constraints)
[20] [21]. So, we drop the auxiliary elds.









































fabcb(x)c(x) ; Ga(x)Ψ[Abi ; 
c] = 0 (3:4)
This local composite operator is the generator of local gauge transformations.
There is one more element in the N = 1 supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory, and












or, using the explicit Weyl representation of the gamma matrices, we can equivalently
write this local composite operator in a more compact form,
Q(x) = i









Now, in the bosonic half of the theory, the canonical variables are Aai (x) and
Eai(x). Canonical quantization is carried out by the commutator,
[Aai (x); E
bj(y)] = iabij(x− y) (3:8)
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In the fermionic half of the theory, we have a Majorana spinor a(x). Canonical






Both the commutator and the anti-commutator are to be evaluated at equal times. We
can now compute the commutators and anti-commutators of this theory, which involve
the composite operators H, Ga(x) and Q(x). Clearly, these (anti)-commutators are
related to the symmetry transformations generated by these operators.
The commutators involving the generator of local gauge transformations of the
canonical variables can be computed to be,
[Aai (x);G
b(y)] = i(ab@i − f
acbAci(x))(x− y) (3:11)
[Eai(x);Gb(y)] = ifabcEci(x)(x− y) (3:12)
[a(x);Gb(y)] = ifabcc(x)(x− y) (3:13)
and the (anti)-commutators involving the local composite operator associated to the
supersymmetry generator can similarly be found to be,











Moreover, we will also have that the Hamiltonian and the supersymmetry gener-
ator are both gauge invariant composite operators, as,
[H;Ga(x)] = 0 (3:17)
[Q(x);Ga(y)] = 0 (3:18)
As expected, the generators Ga(x) dene the local gauge algebra,
[Ga(x);Gb(y)] = ifabcGc(x)(x− y) (3:19)
The supersymmetry generator Q denes, along with the generators of the Poincare
algebra, the N = 1 supersymmetry algebra [20]. However, the dened local composite
operatorQ(x) does not dene a local algebra. That is to be expected as we do not have
local supersymmetry in our theory. This local operator was only introduced in order
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to facilitate the following tensorial analysis based on dieomorphism transformations
of the presented (anti)-commutators.
So, we now want to check that there is a GL(3) symmetry at work for the formulae
(3.8), (3.10) and (3.11-13), (3.19). The bosonic part tensorial assignments will be
just like in the pure Yang-Mills case [8], as is to be expected. So, the mentioned
canonical relations are covariant under dieomorphisms xi ! yn(xi) on the domain










where [@xi=@yn] is a GL(3) matrix. That A(x)  Aa(x)T
adx is a Lie algebra valued
one-form is a well known fact from the ber bundle geometry of gauge theory; so











The same property holds for Bak(x). This is consistent with the implementation
of Eai(x) as a functional derivative (3.9), and with the denition of the magnetic
eld (3.3). Commutator (3.8) is then clearly dieomorphic invariant, without the
intervention of a space metric. However, to introduce spinors, we do need a metric
(more precisely, a dreibein base). We will assume we do have a metric, gij , and later
we will construct it using the bosonic dynamical variables of the theory.
When restricted to three dimensional Euclidean space, Lorentz transformations
become rotations in R3. The spinor representation of a rotation is then, at a point






where ! is the rotation parameter. We can now dene the GL(3) properties of a(x),
in order to maintain the anti-commutator (3.10) dieomorphism invariant. That
relation is invariant under dieomorphisms, provided a(x) is a spinorial density
(weight −1
2













Let us now see what are the consequences of these GL(3) properties on the com-
posite local operators Ga(x) and Q(x). Starting with the generator of local gauge
transformations, we can observe that the tensorial properties of the canonical vari-
ables imply that under dieomorphisms we will have that Ga(x) is a scalar density






This automatically veries that the canonical commutators (3.11-13) and (3.19) are
invariant under local dieomorphisms on the domain of the local canonical variables.
Now, look at the other local composite operator, Q(x), (3.6) or (3.7). First observe
that in (3.7) the Pauli matrices ~ are numerical matrices, and not dynamical ones (in
which case we would write i(x)uai (x) = 
a, fuai g being a dreibein base). We write
(3.7) as:













Then, the tensorial properties under GL(3) of the canonical variables imply that,
under dieomorphisms, we will have that qi(x) is a vector-spinor density (weight −3
2
)














However, as the i’s in (3.25) are numerical, they do not transform under the dieo-
morphism, and so Q(x) fails to be covariant. This is to be expected, as we will see
below.
So, the GL(3) symmetry of the (anti)-commutation relations involving local (com-
posite) operators and local variables has been established, given the tensorial prop-
erties assigned to the canonical variables. Clearly, the theory itself fails to be GL(3)
invariant, and that is to be expected: the Hamiltonian is not covariant under dieo-




gd3x, etc.). This can be related to the lack of covariance of the supersymmetry
generator (3.25), (3.27). Indeed, we can see Q(x) as the square root of the Hamil-
tonian; so if the Hamiltonian fails to be covariant, so should the supersymmetry
generator. Moreover, observe that when we square (3.25) we will obtain a term like
ij = ij + iijkk, and this can be seen as the origin of the "wrong" metric ij in the
Hamiltonian, which will destroy the possibility of local covariance. Also, no global
(composite) operator can have this GL(3) symmetry, due to the "wrong" choice of
integration measure. Now that we have assigned tensorial properties to local quan-
tities in our supersymmetric theory, we are ready to proceed in looking for further
geometrization in this canonical framework.
4 Geometric Variables
We will now limit ourselves to the simplest case of non-abelian gauge group, namely,
G = SU(2). Then, the structure constants are simply fabc = abc. We will assume
knowledge of the previous work done for pure Yang-Mills theory [8] [10] [12].
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We will want to have a representation of supersymmetry once we are in the new
variables. As we know from the bosonic case [8], the gluon eld is transformed into
a "metric" eld. The supersymmetry representation that includes a metric eld is
that of supergravity, and it also includes a vector-spinor eld. So, we will expect
that the gluino eld will be transformed into a "gravitino" eld. We will therefore
want to transform the supersymmetric Yang-Mills variables, fAai (x); 
a(x)g, into the
variables of three dimensional supergravity, fgij(x);  k(x)g. We will also expect to
obtain a geometry similar to the one of supergravity. After all, the dening equation
for the fuai (x)g variables identies them with a dreibein base in a three dimensional
manifold.















and we also expect that there could be some local supersymmetry transformation in
these new variables, which we will call the "geometrical supersymmetry variation",
and which would look like the supersymmetric transformation laws of supergravity,
uai (x) = i(x)γ
a i(x)
 k(x) = 2Dk(x) (4:3)
where the covariant derivative acting on spinor indices was dened in (2.15). With













n = 0 (4:4)
also dening the symbol Dj. Multiplying this equation by ijk, and dening the
spin-connection via the gauge connection, as in,
!abj (x)  
acbAcj(x) (4:5)


















We will take these dierential equations to dene the change of variables Aai (x)!
uai (x). Then, the reverse line of argument holds: the new variables fu
a
i (x)g play the




j which is a
local gauge invariant variable. The geometry dened by this new variable has torsion,
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given by (4.1). Clearly, for the change of variables to be well dened, we still need to
specify what  j(x) is. That is the problem we will now address.
We begin with some dimensional analysis. We know that the gauge eld Aai (x) has
mass dimension one, and the gaugino eld a(x) has mass dimension three halfs. We
also know that the mass dimension of the fermionic generator of the supersymmetry
algebra is one half. Through denition (3.5) and expression (3.25) we observe that
if we ever were to modify the gauge theory in order to covariantize it (inserting
i(x)uai (x) = 
a in (3.25) and from then on), we would need the dreibein eld to
have zero mass dimension, as well as the metric. Though we are not going to modify
the gauge theory in this work, we may as well stick to this broader perspective.
Then, through the dreibein dening equation (4.6), we conclude that the "gravitino"
eld has mass dimension one half. These dimensional assignments are just like what
happens in supergravity.
We can now see that this will have some influence on the construction of the
"gravitino" dening equation. In fact, there are some a priori requirements for such
an equation. It must be geometrical, either in a dierential or algebraic way; we
need 12 equations, to change the 12 variables a to the 12 variables  k; and the
gluino eld must be present in such an equation. If we moreover require linearity on
fermionic variables (like we had linearity on the bosonic variables in (4.6)), we see
that, by simple dimensional analysis, we can not write such an equation algebraically,






where the matrix Mia must have zero mass dimension, being so far otherwise arbi-
trary. However, we must be careful. Not only do we want to have a geometrical way
in which to dene the vector-spinor eld, but we also want to be compatible with
the fact that we are studying a supersymmetric theory. In particular, we would like
the geometrical supersymmetry variation (4.3) to generate the gauge supersymmetry
variation (2.3). So we will ask for the geometrical variation (4.3) to generate the
gauge supersymmetry variation on the bosonic variables Aai (x), and in the simplest
case where (x)  ".




















The supersymmetry transformation laws we will need are (2.3) and (4.3). So, a
supersymmetry transformation of the dreibein dening equation yields the "gravitino"
dening equation. Performing the computations, based on the previous formulae, we
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are led to,














We will take these dierential equations to dene the change of variables a(x)!
 k(x). Observe that this equation is precisely of the required form (4.7), and the
matrixMia has been uniquely dened. Also, this alone guarantees that the geometric
variation (4.3) will generate the bosonic gauge supersymmetry variation (2.3), when
  ". This does not guarantee however that the geometric variation will generate
the fermionic gauge supersymmetry variation under the same circumstances. In fact,
we can choose   ["] through a dierential equation (4.20) for , such that the
geometric variation generates the gauge supersymmetry variation on a(x), but we
will not have   " in this case. This shows that even though we can generate the
gauge supersymmetry variation via the geometrical supersymmetry variation under
special circumstances, the geometric variation is not the original supersymmetry of
Yang-Mills theory. The actual expressions for the supersymmetry variations on the
new geometrical variables can nevertheless be computed using the usual expression,
 = i[Q;] (4:11)
where  is any of the geometrical variables, and where we should express the su-
persymmetry generator in this geometric framework (see section 5). The resulting
expressions would not be as simple as (2.3) or (4.3).
All together, we see that we can now dene local gauge invariant geometric vari-
ables for supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory via the system of coupled non-linear par-
tial dierential equations, (4.6) and (4.10). These equations dene a variable change
fAai ; 
bg ! fuai ;  kg. They also introduce a three dimensional Riemannian geometry
with torsion as given by (4.1-2) and (4.4).
Now that the denition of the new geometrical gauge invariant variables is con-
cluded, we would like to invert the dening equations, in order to express Aai (x) and
a(x) in terms of the geometric variables. This inversion will make clear that there
are no Wu-Yang ambiguities related to these new variables. The dening equation for






hatted symbols always denoting ane metric connection quantities. The contorsion




(  iγj n +  jγi n −  iγn j) (4:13)











and we can nd the expression for the inversion,






We will now compute a generic variation of this equation, so that we can later use
it to compute the inversion for the gluino eld. In order to carry out the calculation,
we will need to know what is the generic variation of the connection (4.12). Using




gnm(rjgmk +rkgmj −rmgjk)− Kjk
n (4:16)
We can now carry out the variation of the dreibein postulate, and from there obtain


























(  nγl i +  iγn l +  nγi l)) (4:17)
where
p
g = det u.
We will now use this equation to invert for the gluino eld. As we know the
geometrical variation (4.3) with   " generates the bosonic supersymmetry variation.
So, we only need to use (2.3) and (4.3) in (4.17), and rearrange, so that we nd the







i(x)(γl(x)Di n(x) + γn(x)Dl i(x) + γi(x)Dl n(x)) (4:18)
where we use the vector-spinor full covariant derivative, dened as,




ab) k − Γ
s
ik s (4:19)
Observe that even though the spin-connection is dened via the gauge connection, it
is a fully geometric quantity through the dreibein postulate. Later on we will also
require an expression for the generic variation of this equation, so we will address
























jk nri + γn










jk nrj(gki) + γn




















njkucl − ljkucn)γi(γlDi n + γnDl i + γiDl n) (4:20)


















((  nγl −  lγn) i + (  iγn +  nγi) l − (  lγi +  iγl) n) (4:21)
The variations (4.17) and (4.20) allow us now to express a variation of the wave-
functional in terms of the variations of the geometric variables. This will be helpful
in section 5.
The inversion completed proves the non existence of Wu-Yang ambiguities in the
new geometrical variables. Therefore, we have managed to dene new gauge invariant
variables for supersymmetric Yang-Mills. Moreover, it can be shown that gauge
invariant physical wave-functionals of the theory depend only on these geometric
variables (see section 5), Ψ  Ψ[gij;  k], so that we have in these variables an explicit
parameterization of the physical Hilbert space (moduli space) of the gauge theory. A
nal remark on dieomorphisms is now in order. As said before, only the variables of
the theory are dieomorphism covariant. The Hamiltonian fails to be dieomorphism
covariant. Given that the variables of the theory are now fgij;  kg, this has an
interesting consequence: a conguration dieomorphic to the previous one yields a
dierent conguration to the gauge theory. Therefore, we can extend solutions to the
gauge theory by action of the group of dieomorphisms, by simply moving along the
orbit of the geometrical conguration.
5 Gauge Tensors as Geometric Tensors
We now wish to write the tensors and composite operators of our theory in terms
of the new geometric variables, i.e., as geometric tensors and geometric composite
operators. We will rst address the electric and magnetic tensors. The Hamiltonian,
Gauss’ law generator, and the supersymmetry generator composite operators then
easily follow from these two tensors and the previous equations for the inversions of
the gluon and gluino elds.
Let us start with the gauge Ricci identity,
abcF bij = [Di; Dj]
ac (5:1)
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Now from (5.2) we can express the eld strength in terms of the Riemann curvature,












As we can see, this expression gives the gauge invariant tensor in a manifestly gauge
invariant form, in terms of the "metric" gij, and the "gravitino"  k (which is present
via the torsion contribution to the Riemann tensor).
The electric eld vector is the momentum canonically conjugated to the canoni-
cal variable, the gauge connection. In canonical quantization it is represented by a







Clearly, eij(x) is an ordinary (20) tensor under GL(3). From this expression, the
electric gauge invariant Yang-Mills tensor, i.e., the manifestly gauge invariant tensor
which gives the Yang-Mills electric energy density, now follows as,
EaiEaj = −geike
jk (5:7)
In order to nally obtain the Hamiltonian in a manifestly gauge invariant form
in terms of the geometrical variables, we still need the expression for the fermionic
energy density, as is clear from (3.1). The expression for this gauge invariant tensor
can be obtained by simply inserting (4.18-19) in the required expression. The result







gjm(( Dk  n)γl + ( Dl  n)γk+





γs(γv(Ds u) + γu(Dv s) + γs(Dv u))) (5:8)
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where we have dened Di  j  (Di j)yγ0; and where in the contraction γiri the
gamma matrices are to be considered as numerical, not as space dependent. The sum
of (5.5), (5.7) and (5.8) according to (3.1) nally yields the manifestly gauge invariant
Hamiltonian.
As was done for the gluon functional derivative, we will now similarly dene a







i(x) is a (
0
1) vector-spinor density (weight
1
2
) under GL(3). With these denitions at
hand, we can now express the functional dependence of the wave-functional Ψ[Aai ; 
b]





















where we should use the expression for the variations of the gauge elds in (4.17) and
(4.20-21). Expanding this expression through rather lengthy calculations, it can then
be seen that the term in uai is proportional to the Gauss’ law operator (3.4), when
expressed in geometrical terms, and acting on the wave-functional. Observe that this
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sγ0γr(γk(Dr i) + γi(Dk r) + γr(Dk i)))Ψ[g;  ] = 0 (5:11)
So, wave-functionals whose dependence is solely on the new gauge invariant variables
are gauge invariant, and gauge invariant wave-functionals depend solely on the new
gauge invariant variables. It is in these physical gauge invariant wave-functionals that
we are mainly interested, and for these the previous expression for Ψ reduces to,
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i(γl s(  nγ
s i) + γn s(  iγ
s l) + γi s(  nγ
s l))g (5:12)
From here we can now extract expressions for the electric and spinor elds, eijΨ
and iΨ, in terms of functional derivatives of gauge invariant wave-functionals, with
respect to the gauge invariant variables. Observe that for that, we have to solve a
linear system of dierential equations, therefore involving the inversion of dierential
operators. We can then conclude that in general, both operators eijΨ and iΨ, will
depend non-locally on the functional derivatives Ψ=gij and Ψ= k. Like in the
non-supersymmetric case [8], the Hamiltonian will thus be a non-local composite
operator.
Before proceeding with the study of these non-local operators, there is one more
composite operator that we still would like to express in a manifestly gauge invariant
way, i.e., that we would like to geometrize. Such an operator is the supersymmetry
generator, (3.5-6). In particular, we will look at its structure as depicted in equations
(3.5),(3.25-26), and geometrize the tensor qi(x). For that, we simply have to make

















γr(γlDr n + γnDl r + γrDl n) (5:13)
from where the supersymmetry generator then follows, according to (3.25) and (3.5).
Some words are now in order, concerning the supersymmetry algebra and its
quantum eld theoretic representation on the geometrized elds. One of the elements
that is present in qi is the non-local operator eij , thus turning the supersymmetry
generator into a non-local composite operator, when expressed in the geometrical
variables. As we will see in the following, information about the Green’s functions
present in this operator can be obtained, albeit in a formal way. By this, we mean
that an explicit construction of these Green’s functions can only be obtained given
a particular geometrical conguration (see [12] for this same situation in the non-
supersymmetric case). Precisely due to this reason, it follows that the geometric
quantum eld theoretic representation of the supersymmetry algebra can only be
explicitly presented once we have chosen a particular geometrical conguration, and
so have explicit knowledge of the Green’s functions present in the non-local operators.
Moreover, the geometric supersymmetry generator includes the Riemann tensor
which is non-linear in the metric and "gravitino" elds, and their derivatives; we
would therefore also prefer to have a geometrical conguration with a high degree of
symmetry (a maximal number of Killing vectors), in order to simplify it. An example
involving spherical geometries, generalizing the one in [12] to this supersymmetric
case, shows how this situation is handled explicitly [22].
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In the pure Yang-Mills case [8], the calculation of the electric eld tensor involved
the inversion of a dierential operator that could generically have zero modes. Sub-
tleties associated to the inversion of such an operator were later handled with the
insertion of a deformation into the dreibein dening equation [12]. We will now see
that in this supersymmetric case those problems can be better handled, by computing
the bosonic Green’s function for the electric eld tensor eij. We will see that we will
not need to deform our equations in order to obtain a well-dened result. We start









Recall that through the dreibein dening equation (4.6), the gauge connection de-
pends on both the dreibein and the "gravitino" eld. Therefore, we can further

















Variations of the dreibein can be further separated into variations of the six gauge
invariant degrees of freedom gij and of the three gauge degrees of freedom. As we




















We now want to study the bosonic Jacobian matrix u=A, and see that it has a
better behavior in here, than in the non-supersymmetric Yang-Mills case. For that,










n = 0 (5:17)











and to obtain uai in terms of A
a
i , the operator acting on u
a
i must be inverted. In














By denition, one solution to this equation with A = 0 is u
a
i itself. In our notation,
A labels all the eigenfunctions, except the particular one given by uai . Moreover,
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it will be assumed that fuai ; wA
a
i g forms a complete orthonormal spectrum of real
eigenfunctions for the considered operator. By orthonormality, we mean,Z p
g d3x gij(uaiwA
a





j ) = 3V ABZ p
g d3x gij(uai u
a
j ) = 3V (5:20)
where V is the volume of the space described by gij (i.e., V is a "dynamical" volume),
and AB is a Kronecker or Dirac delta, depending on wether the spectrum is discrete









and substitute this in (5.18). If we dot on the left (meaning inner product with
the required measure (5.20)) with the same complete set fuai ; wA
a
i g, we will obtain
a non-homogeneous linear system of equations for the expansion parameters,  and
A. Solving that system, and inserting the result in (5.21) yields an expansion of the
variation uai in terms of the variations A
a
i and  k. It is then easy to compute the
Jacobian matrix u=A. However, such a result will not be naturally geometric, as
it involves the eigenfunctions wA
a
i , which are gauge vectors. To solve this problem,
we now introduce the geometric modes zAi















ij are the eigenmodes of the geometric curl operator, with the same eigen-
values as the gauge modes wA
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We see that we have obtained a well-dened result, unlike it would have happen in
the non-supersymmetric case [8], where there were divergences in the electric energy
that were independent of the geometry. Clearly, the Green’s functions (5.26) may
still have geometry dependent divergences associated with the degree of symmetry of
a given geometrical conguration (as determined by its Killing vectors). Also, this
may seem a somewhat formal result, but observe that now we have a constructive
denition of the Green’s function (5.24): given a geometrical conguration on the
domain manifold, we start by solving the eigenvalue equation in order to obtain the
geometric eigenmodes. Once we have such eigenmodes, we rst construct the matrix
IAB, then invert it (most likely through a symbolic manipulation program), and nally
compute the Green’s functions Hijmn(x; y).
We have now geometrized all the tensors appearing in the Hamiltonian formulation
of N = 1 supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory. All composite operators should now
follow in a straightforward fashion.
6 Conclusions
We have dened new local gauge invariant variables for supersymmetric gauge the-
ory. These variables have moreover a geometrical interpretation, as they are a three
dimensional "metric" and a "gravitino". The geometry associated to the theory is
then just like the geometry of supergravity.
We have also shown that these new variables are free of Wu-Yang ambiguities;
so they seem to be quite appropriate for the study of nonperturbative phenomena in
supersymmetric gauge theories, as they explicitly parameterize the physical Hilbert
space of the theory. We have also seen that these variables have a better behavior here
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than in the non-supersymmetric case. Namely, there are no geometry independent
divergences in the bosonic half of the electric energy tensor operator.
The treatment presented here was rather formal, and the issue of renormalization
was not addressed. Further work on this formalism should focus on this problem. We
could think of using the known beta functions of supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory
and perform the renormalization of the (geometric) composite operators that we have
presented. These renormalized operators could then be used to extract information
on the ground state wave-functional of the gauge theory. In this supersymmetric
case, the functional dierential equation for the ground state is QΨ[g;  ] = 0, which
is rst-order in the non-local functional derivatives. There would seem to be hope
that we could then extract some information about the solution to the theory.
It would also be interesting to study special solutions to supersymmetric Yang-
Mills theory in this framework. Namely, we could try to extend to this supersymmetric
case the example of spherical geometries that was introduced in [12]. In particular,
in order to dene a vector-spinor on a three manifold, the manifold must be par-
allelisable, and its second Stiefel-Whitney cohomology class must be trivial. Such
is the case for S3, so that the example in [12] could indeed be generalizable to this
framework [22]. There is also the possibility of extending this formalism to higher N
supersymmetric gauge theory. This could be interesting, specially if some connection
to the work in [19] could then be established.
All these lines of work are quite interesting to follow as there is good knowledge
about some properties of supersymmetric Yang-Mills theories (see [23] for a modern
review, and references therein). In the example of spherical geometries, a bridge
between our formalism and the well known instanton solutions of gauge theory can
be established; while in the case of extended N = 2 supersymmetric Yang-Mills
theory, we can observe the interesting fact that BPS states obey { in the geometrical
formulation { a three dimensional "Einstein eld equation" where the "stress tensor"
is the one associated to a gauge vector eld [22].
One well known { and exact { result from supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory
is that the gluino condensate hi develops a non-zero vacuum expectation value,
thus spontaneously breaking the discrete symmetry of the model, Z2N , down to Z2.
There will then be N degenerate vacua, all with vanishing energy density [23]. In
order to reproduce such a result in this geometrical formalism we need to set up the
calculation of the gluino condensate, and for that we need a trial wave-functional in
order to obtain the hi vacuum expectation value in this Hamiltonian formulation.
So again, we will have to restrict ourselves to a particular geometrical conguration
in order to perform the calculation. An interesting fact here is that the result for the
gluino condensate [23] comes from a one-instanton calculation, and so it would be
very interesting to know if the spherical geometry conguration can reproduce such
a result. We hope to report on these questions in the near future [22].
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